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The Messenians were therefore overweighted iri their
contest with the Spartan robber-kingdom, but they hung
on stoutly, and it was not until after twenty years of exhaus-
ting, though of course intermittent, warfare that the spirit
of those that were left of them was broken and they accepted
the terrible peace-terms that had been imposed on Helos.
Here for the first time in Peloponncsian history we have some
really trustworthy information to rely on—that of Tyrtaios,1
who will have been old enough to have talked to old men
who had fought in this war when young :—
" To our king, Theopompos loved of heaven, through
whom we conquered broad Messene—Messene good to plough
and good to plant; and over it fought, for nineteen years,
unceasingly, with steadfast heart, those warriors the fathers
of our fathers; and in the twentieth (the foe) left their
fertile farms and fled from the high mountains of Ithome."
Theopompos' eighth successor was on the throne in 500,
so if the reigns of Spartan kings in the seventh and sixth
centuries averaged just over twenty-fiveyears—as they did, in
both royal houses, in the fifth and fourth centuries—then the
war will have been in progress before and after the year 700.
The poet gloats over the goodness of the prize with primitive
candour. Mount Ithome is on the eastern edge of the hill-
country of western Messene, overlooking the lowlands of
Stenyklaros; a natural defensive position where we may
picture the Messenians holding out year after year, growing
such crops as they could in the mountain valleys behind
them, while quite unable to dispute possession of the plain
of Stenyklaros against the enemy's hosts.
The eight lines translated are usually printed as a con-
tinuous passage in editions of the " collected fragments "
of Tyrtaios. This they may have been, but no ancient author
quotes them as such. Another noteworthy point is the way
in which the same lines are quoted for us by different ancient
authors in discussing this war.2 This raises the question to
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* " Messene good to plough and good to plant" quoted by £ on PlatOi,
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